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The One and The Only Chapter 551 - 560

Everyone at the scene had different faces.

Especially the Wang Ting and Wang Yao brothers and sisters, as well as the Song Qingsong
family who have always regarded the Wang family as superior, their expressions are
exceptionally weird.

On weekdays, if someone dared to say not to take Donghaiwang’s family seriously, then
everyone would definitely think that person was acting as coercion.

But at this moment, everyone looked at Yash Nics with a relaxed face.

There was a feeling in the trance that Yash Nics was not pretending to be compelling, but
expounding a simple fact.

Wang Ting endured the severe pain of the wound and gritted his teeth and said: “This time I
am planted. I want to kill and cut. I listen and respect it.”

Yash Nics said flatly: “I said I didn’t take your Wang family seriously. It’s up to you For the
sake of being a soldier, I will give you the Wang family one last chance.”

” Go back to the East China Sea, don’t make Jiangnan’s idea.”

“In addition, if you want to compensate for the loss of the restaurant, you should pay 100
million.”

“And you. I made Mannity a jumpy dog, and donated some money to Mannity as
compensation, so I donated nine billion yuan, a total of one billion yuan.”

Wang Ting was angry and aggrieved when he heard this. On weekdays, only their Wang
family bullied others. Nothing. Thinking of being bullied so badly in Mannity today.

But under the eaves, people have to bow their heads.
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Wang Ting was very aggrieved and informed the Wang family to make money, and it didn’t
take long for the billions of funds to arrive in the account.

Yash Nics said with a smile, “Very good, it’s paid.”

“Welcome to come back next time to contribute to the development of Mannity City!”

Wang Ting’s expression was livid, and he greeted the injured subordinates to help each
other and leave dingy.

Wang Yao’s face is more complicated than Wang Ting!

She helped Wang Ting turn around and walked a few steps, then suddenly stopped, looked
back at Yash Nics, and said bitterly, “Yash Nics, don’t be proud of you.”

“My husband Deng Hairong, sooner or later you will come to Jiangnan, you just wait to
regret it!”

Deng’s family!

The first gate in Donghai Province, known as the royal family of the East China Sea.

Many people at the scene heard that the Donghai Deng’s family would sooner or later come
to the south of the Yangtze River, and their expressions changed, both in awe and awe.

Wang Yao put aside his harsh words, and left with the Wang family.

When Song Qingsong’s family saw Wang’s people leave in embarrassment, they also took
the opportunity to leave in despair.

Yash Nics ordered Dong Tianbao and his party to retreat, and at the same time ordered
Dianchu to bring 900 million yuan to see Zun Zhou Ruoshu of Mannity City, and let Zhou
Ruoshu use the money to build Mannity City.

Then, he went home with Song Pingting and others.

When Yash Nics saw Song Pingting’s family back home, he was hesitant to talk.
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He smiled and said, “If you have any questions, just ask.”

Song Pingting couldn’t help but asked the questions they were very curious about: “Yash
Nics, the Wang family said that you are a wealthy son in the north. What’s the matter?”

Yash Nics showed a bitter smile and said, “I was indeed a son of the Yash family, a giant in
the north, but my dad insisted on marrying a fox in the house. I kicked me and my mother
out of the family, and I no longer It’s the young master of the Yash family .”

“Later my mother died of depression, and I joined the army.”

“After I retired, I came to your house.”

Yash Nics said very relaxed, but the Song Pingting family, And Tong Ke has red eyes.

Ma Xiaoli took Yash Nics’s hand and said distressedly: “Your father is really nothing, you and
your mother are too pitiful. But don’t worry, Xiao Ning, you are now our son-in-law, and this
will be your home in the future.”

Song Zhongbin also nodded and said, “Yes, this is your home. We are all your family. You
can live as long as you want.”

Song Pingting’s face was red and she kept nodding her head to show that she agreed with
her parents.

Yash Nics’s heart was warm. In fact, he felt the warmth of home in the Song family since his
mother passed away.

He smiled and said, “Wife, parents, I actually regard this place as my home a long time ago,
and treat you as my closest person.”

“Unless you drive me away, otherwise I will never leave.”

Ma Xiaoli told Yash Nics , But the mother-in-law sees her son-in-law, the more she looks at it,
the more she likes it.

She smiled and said: “Silly boy, how could we drive you away!”
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Compared with Song Pingting’s family who is curious about Yash Nics’s life experience,
Tong Ke is even more curious about the relationship between Yash Nics and Wang Yao.

Now she boldly asked, “Brother-in-law, what did Wang Yao have to do with you before?”

Tong Ke said, and Song Pingting’s family looked at Yash Nics together.

Chapter 552

Yash Nics said lightly: “Rich families, the most common relationship between each other is
marriage, so the marriage contract of the children of the rich is generally not free.”

“I was a teenager at the time. The family arranged a marriage and the object was Wang
Yao.”

“However, after I was expelled from the house and lost the identity of the young master of
the Yash family, the Wang family immediately broke off the marriage contract with me.”

Song Pingting said subconsciously: “The Wang family is really snobbish.”

Yash Nics said with a smile: “I think this is a good thing. If it weren’t for the Wang family’s
contact with the marriage contract, how could I have met such a good wife like you?”

Song Pingting’s pretty Hongxia, instantly Spread to the neck.

Both happy and shy.

…

Donghai, Deng’s family.

On either side of the long conference table, dozens of family members sat.

These family members are male and female, old and young, dressed in bright clothes, and
are eating Western food together.
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And sitting in the master seat turned out to be a man in his thirties.

This man is tall and tall, in a black suit tailored to fit, accompanied by his national character
face, with thick eyebrows and big eyes, making him look extraordinarily imposing and not
angry.

He is the head of the Deng family, Deng Hairong.

Sitting next to Deng Hairong was his wife, Wang Yao.

Deng Hairong said calmly while cutting the steak: “Our Deng family is determined to enter
Jiangnan Province. We originally wanted the Wang family to marry the Song family in
Mannity City. Then we took the opportunity to control the Song family and use the Song
family as a springboard to help us enter Jiangnan.

” But I didn’t expect that the Song family actually didn’t put our Deng family in their eyes. Not
only did they reject the Wang family’s request to marry, it also caused the Wang family to fall
into trouble.”

Having said this, Deng Hairong raised his head and looked at the crowd: “What do you
think?”

The members of the Deng family on both sides of the conference table scolded one by one,
saying that Mannity Song family is a gadget, and dare to have trouble with the Deng family?

Deng Hairong said indifferently: “Our Deng family’s determination to take over Jiangnan will
not be shaken.”

“But this Mannity Song family must be dealt with!”

“If we can’t even deal with a small Mannity Song family, then what else will we talk about?
Jiangnan?”

Deng Hairong’s words were unanimously approved by all family members.

Deng Hairong squinted his eyes: “Then, since the Wang family can’t handle the Song family,
who wants to visit Mannity personally?”
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A slender man with a handsome face and a shameful breath between his eyebrows raised
his hands: “Brother, do it.” Let me take

care of the Song family !” This handsome man is Deng Hairong’s younger brother, Deng
Yingjie.

Deng Hairong’s eyes fell on his younger brother, nodded and said, “Okay, this matter will be
handled by you.”

“You take the two elders of Shuangsha in the East China Sea, and go to Mannity
immediately.”

“The Song family either promised our puppet, or Just disappeared from the world.”

Deng Yingjie squinted his narrow eyes and smiled: “Yes!”

Wang Yao saw that the Deng family sent Deng Yingjie to Mannity in person, and brought two
unfathomable old men in the East China Sea Shuangsha. Pack Song’s house.

She couldn’t help being happy secretly: Yash Nics, just wait for it to be finished!

…The

next day, noon.

A Toyota Alpha appeared at the entrance of the Song family’s ancestor house in Mannity.

The next man with a gloomy face was Deng Yingjie.

Deng Yingjie was followed by two old men, one in a black robe and the other in a white robe,
exuding a cold breath.

These two old men are the masters of the Deng family, the famous Donghai Shuangsha.

The four guards of the Song family came up.
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Among the security guards, Liu Wei stared suspiciously at the three of Deng Yingjie, and
asked, “Who are you, our master told us to thank you guests behind closed doors during this
time. Please come back if you are okay.”

Deng Yingjie heard the words and the corners of his mouth rose slightly. , Evil spirits are
awe-inspiring.

Among the two evil spirits in the East China Sea, the old man in a black robe gave Liu Wei a
cold look.

Then he shot.

The black-robed old man raised his hand and flicked his finger.

With a puff, Liu Wei’s forehead was pierced by the finger wind tunnel, straight behind his
head, and a puff of red and white plasma was also brought out.

Liu Wei couldn’t make a scream, so he stared at him, and fell down in a daze, without staring
at him.

The pupils of the other three Song’s guards and guards instantly dilated, revealing an
expression of horror.

Deng Yingjie looked at the three guards and said with a smile: “Now, is the Song family still
closed to thank guests?”

Chapter 553

Song family ancestor house, in the living room!

Song Qingsong is having a family meeting with Song Zhongxiong, Song Zhongping, Song
Haoming, Song Feifei, and Ge Meili.

A group of people are discussing that Yash Nics and Song Pingting offended the Donghai
Deng family and the Wang family. What should they do with the Song family?
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At this moment, there was a sound of footsteps outside, and several people walked in.

The Song family raised his head, and shouted

annoyedly at the people at the door: “Didn’t I have ordered, no one can come in and disturb if
nothing happened?” Deng Yingjie walked in with Donghai Shuangsha unhurriedly, and smiled
evilly. “Then I must disturb you.”

Song Qingsong and the others looked at the three Deng Yingjie in astonishment. They didn’t
know who these three were or how they got in?

Song Zhongping’s youngest son, Song Jinlong pointed to Deng Yingjie and shouted: “Who
the hell are you, who let you in?” As

soon as the voice fell, the old man in white robe moved in the East China Sea behind Deng
Yingjie. .

The white-robed old man was extremely fast, and he was already standing in front of Song
Jinlong.

Song Jinlong hasn’t reacted yet!

The white-robed old man grabbed his five fingers on his right hand like a lightning bolt. In an
instant, there were five blood holes on the door of Song Jinlong’s face, and he was killed on
the spot because he couldn’t make a scream.

The expressions of Song Qingsong and others changed drastically in an instant, and even
the women of the Song family couldn’t help but scream.

Deng Yingjie sat down on a chair, and slowly said with a smile: “My name is Deng Yingjie, I
come from the Deng family in the East China Sea, and come to chat with your Song family.”

Deng Yingjie’s words caused Song Qingsong and others’ faces to change drastically again.

They finally understood why Deng Yingjie and these people were so terrible, and they killed
people if they didn’t agree with them.
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They turned out to be members of the Deng family, a famous door in the East China Sea,
known as the royal family of the East China Sea.

Deng Yingjie saw Song Qingsong’s family with a bloodless face, and was very satisfied with
your reaction. He enjoyed the feeling of controlling his life and killing power, and also
enjoyed the awe of others.

His eyes fell on the rather beautiful Song Feifei, his eyes lit up, and he smiled and hooked his
fingers towards Song Feifei, asking Song Feifei to come over and sit down on his lap to
accompany him.

All the members of the Song family were stunned, and immediately an angry mood surged
in their hearts.

This Deng Yingjie not only killed the people of the Song family, but also acted against the
young lady of the Song family. This was really arrogant.

However, Deng Yingjie is not a good stubborn, this guy is cruel by nature, and kills if he
doesn’t agree.

Song Jinlong’s body is right in front of you!

The Song family dared not speak. Although Song Feifei had a boyfriend, she was not a
chaste woman. In the face of death threats, she quickly compromised and honestly sat in
Deng Yingjie’s arms.

Deng Yingjie hugged Song Feifei, like a young man in the brothel, not caring about the
dignity and feelings of everyone in the Song family, and playing with Song Feifei with his
hands.

While playing with Song Feifei, he smiled and said to Song Qingsong and the others: “Why I
came here, I think you know better than me in your heart.” The

Deng family has a prominent position in the East China Sea Province and has great skills.

The Song family is not enough. It is a small family in Mannity, and it is not fart in front of the
Deng family. The Deng family can directly destroy the Song family by lifting a little finger.
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Song Qingsong lowered his head and couldn’t bear to look directly at his granddaughter
being desecrated by the evil young man in public, and whispered in a humiliating voice:
“What is the order of the Deng family, our Song family will do it.”

Deng Yingjie smiled and said, “Very well, I want you Mannity Song family, join our Deng
family.”

“From now on, our Deng family tells you to go east, you can’t go west, we let you kneel
down, you can’t stand, is there a problem?”

Chapter 554

Song Qingsong was desperate: “No comments!”

Deng Yingjie nodded with satisfaction, looked around and frowned: “Where are Yash Nics
and Song Pingting from the Song family? The two of them came to see me.”

“The rest of the Song family and others can

spare their lives , but Yash Nics and Song Pingting must be punished!” When Deng Yingjie
came to Mannity, Wang Yao told him that even if the Song family was willing If you just
follow suit, you can’t spare Yash Nics and Song Pingting.

So, he asked everyone in the Song family now, who are Yash Nics and Song Pingting?

Song Qingsong said embarrassedly: “Second Young Master Deng, I think you don’t know.”

“Although Song Pingting’s family belonged to our Song family, their family fell out with us
long ago. They had a bad relationship with each other and seldom interacted with each
other. . the ” ”

even my grandfather personally opening command with Ning Song Painting apologize to
apologize to you, I think they would not come. ”

DENG Ying-jie heard frown:” You Song, is really a mess. ”
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Song Feifei in his arms, his eyes rolled up.

Song Feifei’s private life was already chaotic. She had a lot of boyfriends, and most of them
were rich and powerful.

Her current boyfriend Zhong Ziqiang is a captain of the Navy!

Because boyfriends are fighters, there is little time to meet each other.

In addition, Song Feifei did not actually like Zhong Ziqiang much, and was already
dissatisfied with her boyfriend’s status. She felt that a captain was a little unworthy of her.

Now, although she was forced to sit in Deng Yingjie’s arms, she was forced to be bullied by
Deng Yingjie.

But in fact, she didn’t care at all in her heart, on the contrary there was a hint of joy.

Deng Yingjie’s background is too big, if you can take the opportunity to please Deng Yingjie,
you may not be able to fly to the branch and become a phoenix.

Thinking about this, she took the initiative to stick to Deng Yingjie tighter.

Moreover, she deliberately said: “Second Young Master Deng, in fact, our Mannity Song
family has always respected and admired you Donghai Deng family.”

“Only the traitor Song Pingting in our family and her husband Yash Nics. , Has been against
you all the time.”

Song Feifei secretly took the initiative to get closer to Deng Yingjie. Others don’t know it. Of
course, it’s impossible for Deng Yingjie to not know.

The corners of his mouth rose slightly, lifting Song Feifei’s chin, and said with a wicked
smile: “You’re a darling, what’s your name?”

Song Feifei
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blushed, secretly sending Qiubo , and said, “My name is Song Feifei.” Deng Yingjie He smiled
and said, “Very good. For the reason that you and your Song family are so acquainted, I will
spare your Song

family once and only settle accounts with Yash Nics and Song Pingting .” Song Feifei said
with a flat smile, “Thank you Deng Er. Son!”

Song Qingsong and the others looked at Song Feifei and Israel’s attendants, trying their best
to flatter Deng Yingjie.

Although they were snobbish, there was still a corpse of a son of the Song family lying on
the ground. Song Feifei was so shameless to please Deng Yingjie, Song Qingsong and
others felt embarrassed.

However, Deng Yingjie’s background is too big.

The Donghai Shuangsha behind Deng Yingjie was too terrifying, Song Qingsong and others
dare not have any objections.

Deng Yingjie waved his hand: “You all go out, I am close to Miss Feifei.”

Song Qingsong’s family, with ugly expressions, one by one did not dare to speak, bowed
their heads and left the living room.

Deng Yingjie hugged Song Feifei with a smirk, put Song Feifei directly on the table, and then
took possession of him…

Soon, the storm ended.

Song Feifei leaned weakly on Deng Yingjie, exhaling like a blue: “Second Young Master
Deng, you are so bad that you have violated others like this.”

Deng Yingjie squinted her eyes, and intentionally or unconsciously said: “Why, do you have
any opinions?”

Song Feifei said quickly: “Oh, how could I have any opinions? It is my blessing to be able to
serve the second son of Deng. I am willing to stay. Beside the second son of Deng, be a dog
and a horse to make the second son happy.”
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Deng Yingjie laughed haha: “You really are a lovely man!”

“By the way, I heard that your sister Song Pingting looks beautiful and beautiful . , Ten times
more beautiful than you, really?”

Song Feifei has always been jealous of Song Pingting, and has always hated Yash Nics.

At this time, she rolled her eyes twice, then nodded and said, “Yes, my sister is the goddess
of the sea, but the second son should not be paranoid about my sister.”

Deng Yingjie sneered: “Why?”

Song Feifei said deliberately. “Because my brother-in-law Yash Nics, he is very powerful,
many people beat my sister’s idea, and he took care of it miserably.”

Deng Yingjie sneered: “Heh, what the hell, I want him to be on my side tonight. Kneel in front
of me and watch me play with him!”

Chapter 555

Jiangbin Community, at home.

Yash Nics was sitting with Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli, and Tong Ke talking
together, and Song Qingqing cleverly did his homework not far away.

Song Zhongbin was worried: “My dad called me just now. It was the Donghai Deng family
who sent someone to settle the account with us.”

“One of their security guards was killed, and
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Song Jinlong, the son of the third brother, was also killed.” Song Ping Ting’s face was pale,
and she looked at Yash Nics and said, “Husband, Donghai Deng’s family is really terrible.”

“Deng Yingjie not only killed his cousin, but he also said to ask me to meet him at the Song
family’s ancestral house, otherwise If they do, he will kill our whole family.”

Ma Xiaoli was also wiping her tears: “How can our family be exposed to this kind of disaster,
how can it be good?”

Yash Nics did not expect Donghai Deng’s family to come after all.

Moreover, the coming is fierce, and the Song family has already been attacked, and the Song
family has now bowed its head.

However, the Deng family refused to let it go, and even named the name, asking him and
Song Pingting to go to the Song family ancestor’s house to receive the punishment!

Yash Nics comforted Song Pingting’s family: “Don’t worry, leave this to me to solve. I
personally visit the Song family’s ancestral house to fix the matter.”
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Song Pingting was worried about Yash Nics’s accident and refused to leave Yash Nics alone
When she went to the Song family ancestral house, she insisted: “I also want to go with you.
I plan to prepare a great gift for Donghai Deng’s family. I hope they can open the Internet
and don’t embarrass our family.”

Yash Nics was surprised: ” We still want to give gifts to the Deng family?”

Song Pingting said helplessly: “Well, at present, we only have to prepare a great gift for the
Deng family. Only in this way can we have a little chance to ask them to spare our family.”

Yash Nics’s mouth corners. Slightly raised, and said calmly: “That’s right, they come to
Mannity all the way to kill and pluck them, we really have to give them a gift. Let me take
care of this great gift!”

Song Pingting did not doubt that he had him, and nodded and said, “Okay, but Yash Nics,
you remember that the gift must be heavy, otherwise we won’t be able to ask the Deng
family to forgive me.”

Yash Nics laughed and said, “Okay, it must be heavy enough and shocking enough. !”

After speaking, he walked out of the balcony, called Dian Chu, and arranged something.

One hour later!
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Yash Nics and Song Pingting went out and drove to the Song family ancestral house.

The Song family security guard Liu Wei and the bodies of Song Jinlong’s son Song Jinlong
have been transported to the funeral home.

However, although the Song family died, because Deng Yingjie was here, they didn’t even
dare to do the funeral for fear of making Deng Yingjie unhappy.

In the Song’s living room, Deng Yingjie sat as the master, Song Feifei still sitting in his arms.

Donghai Shuangsha stood around him with murderous awe.

Song Qingsong and others were respectful, standing nervously, and carefully serving the
young master Deng Yingjie.

Deng Yingjie squinted his eyes, and said in an impatient tone: “Yash Nics and Song Pingting,
haven’t they come to accept the punishment?”

At this moment, someone came in from outside and reported: “Yash Nics and Song Pingting
are here. Now!”
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Immediately, everyone saw a pair of handsome men and beautiful women coming in from
the door.

It is Yash Nics and Song Pingting!

Yash Nics is tall and straight, his eyes are like stars, and his temperament is unparalleled.

Song Pingting is tall, with bright eyes, and she is unparalleled in style.

When Deng Yingjie saw Song Pingting, his eyes lit up, showing a stunning expression.

He thought that Song Feifei’s appearance was considered acceptable, but he did not expect
that Song Pingting was much better than Song Feifei in appearance, figure, and
temperament, and she was called a perfect woman.

He looked at Yash Nics and Song Pingting, and asked in a bad tone: “Are you Yash Nics and
Song Pingting?”

Song Pingting’s eyes were complicated and humblely said: “Yes, we are here to make
amends to the Deng family. In order to show our sincerity, we also prepared a great gift, and
I hope you will accept the second son of Deng.”
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Song Qingsong’s family heard the words. They sneered and thought one by one: It seems
that you are also afraid of death. Knowing that the Deng family of Donghai is very powerful,
they directly brought a heavy gift to apologize and beg for mercy.

Deng Yingjie came to be interested, and asked triumphantly: “What kind of gift?”

Song Pingting heard the words and looked at Yash Nics.

Yash Nics picked up the phone and dialed Dianchu’s number: “Bring in the gift I prepared for
Deng Yingjie.”

Soon, Dianchu appeared with the Eight Tigers.

Eight Tigers carried the heavy coffin with a mouthful, and came in in the shocked eyes of the
audience.

Boom!

Eight raised the heavy coffin and placed it heavily on the ground, with dust flying.
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Dian Chu said loudly: “Mr. Yash gave Deng Yingjie a heavy coffin!”

Chapter 556

It turns out that the so-called heavy gift is eight lifting a heavy coffin.

Everyone looked at the very conspicuous heavy coffin in the front yard, with different faces.

Deng Yingjie’s pupils dilated and his face was full of disbelief.

Song Feifei in Deng Yingjie’s arms covered her mouth with her hands, but she couldn’t hide
the shock in her eyes.

Donghai Shuangsha’s cold eyes became even colder.

Song Qingsong’s family was stunned, and their eyes were about to fall.

Song Pingting was also horrified, shocked and anxious.

It was a good idea to send a heavy gift to the Deng family, apologize, and ask Dengjia.com
to open a side, Yash Nics actually gave a heavy coffin.

It’s over, it’s over.

Song Pingting’s heart was sinking quickly, desperate.

Yash Nics was calm, looking at Deng Yingjie sitting on the high seat, and said indifferently:
“There are no more than three incidents. This is the third time you have come to Yash Nics
to make trouble. I have given you two opportunities, but you still Make things worse.”

“So, this coffin is the best gift I have prepared for you.”
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Deng Yingjie pushed Song Feifei away from his arms, his face became even more sinister,
and he looked at Yash Nics with a grin: “Ben The son’s life is so hard that King Yama dare
not accept me. Keep this coffin for your own use!”

“Elder Donghai, kill him for me.” The

two old men of Donghai Shuangsha, with cold eyes, Falling on Yash Nics.

Yash Nics stood with his hands behind, his eyes like stars.

Dian Chu and eight fierce tiger guards stood respectfully behind Yash Nics.

Donghai Shuangsha looked at Yash Nics and met Yash Nics’s calm gaze. Those calm and
deep eyes were like the seabed three kilometers deep, without any emotional fluctuations.

On weekdays, the second elder of the East China Sea kills when he raises his hand when he
doesn’t agree with him.

I don’t know why, but he hesitated.

Even, the two of them looked at Yash Nics calmly, the muscles in the corners of their eyes
suddenly throbbed, and a chill rushed from the bottom of their hearts, and cold sweat on
their foreheads suddenly poured down.

The two of them, like cunning and vicious hyenas in the desert, smelled a deadly and
dangerous breath from Yash Nics.

Deng Yingjie saw that there was no disadvantage in the ordinary days, and the Donghai
Shuangsha, who killed at a glance, was even afraid of his feet.

He urged displeasedly: “The second old man in the East China Sea?”

From Yash Nics’s body, Shuang Sha in the East Sea instinctively smelled danger.

However, Deng Yingjie rushed, and they had nothing to do, they could only bite the bullet and
shoot, hoping that the dangerous intuition was their misjudgment.

Whizzing.
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East China Sea Shuangsha, one black and one white two shadows, as fast as lightning,
swept towards Yash Nics.

The speed is reaching the extreme!

Deng Yingjie squinted his eyes triumphantly. This is the strength of the East Sea Shuangsha,
and this is the strength of the Deng Family. Whoever wants to die, whoever wants to die,
don’t want to live.

Facing the murderous East Sea Shuangsha, Yash Nics still had a relaxed face. He took out a
pack of True Dragon cigarettes from his pocket, slowly took out a cigarette, and completely
ignored the two killing gods and pounced towards him.

At this time, Dianchu and Bahuwei moved.

Two tiger guards guarded both sides of Yash Nics, and two tiger guards guarded Song
Pingting.

Dian Chu and four other Tiger Guards intercepted Shuangsha in the East China Sea.

The raging breath swept the entire living room.

Anger, fighting, screams sounded!

The black-robed old man rushed to a distance of three meters from Yash Nics, and was
blasted by Dian Chu with heavy fists.

The white-robed old man, covered in blood, was only one meter away from Yash Nics, and
was also shot to death by Tiger Guard.

Yash Nics took out the lighter, lit the smoke, and slowly spit out the smoke. Looking at Deng
Yingjie, who was full of horror, he said coldly: “What’s the last word?”

Chapter 557
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Deng Yingjie suddenly stood up from her chair and shouted in an awkward manner: “Yash
Nics, you are so brave, you dare to kill our Donghai Deng family. Believe me or not, the Deng
family will kill your whole family. …”

Yash Nics said indifferently: “There is no last word, Dian Chu, send him on the road.” After
the

voice fell, Dian Chu had already swished and stood in front of Deng Yingjie.

Deng Yingjie was horrified and opened his mouth. He just wanted to talk, but Dian Chu had
already punched him.

boom!

With a heavy punch, Dian Chu hit Deng Yingjie’s face, causing Deng Yingjie’s face to be
deeply sunken and bloody, and he was killed on the spot.

Song Qingsong and others looked at Deng Yingjie’s body sitting on the chair.

All of them were so scared that they covered their mouths, unable to even scream.

Yash Nics calmly instructed Dianchu: “Remember to return the corpse to Deng’s family.”
Dianchu said solemnly

: “Yes!”

Soon, the corpses of Deng Yingjie and Donghai Shuangsha were sent away.

The blood on the floor of the living room has been cleaned up.

However, the mood of the Song family members could not be calmed for a long time.

Song Pingting’s pretty face became more worried, and she had offended Donghai Deng’s
family, but now Yash Nics actually killed Deng Yingjie.

Although Deng Yingjie killed Song Jinlong of the Song family, he died.
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But Yash Nics killed Deng Yingjie, and the hatred between the Song family and the Deng
family really had no room for recovery.

Moreover, the Deng family is a famous gate in Donghai Province, and is known as the royal
family of the East China Sea.

They are so small in the Song family, how can they be the enemy of the Deng family!

Song Qingsong’s family recovered from the shock, and at this time they all began to blame
Yash Nics.

Song Zhongxiong said angrily: “Yash Nics, I know that you have a very good relationship
with Dong Tianbao, and there are a few men who can fight.

But if you kill Deng Yingjie, our Song family will also be unlucky because of you.”

Song Qingsong also He cursed: “You are a broom star, our Song

family is going to be killed by you.” Only Song Zhongping did not say anything. His son Song
Jinlong was killed by Yash Nics.

Yash Nics killed Deng Yingjie as a revenge for killing his son.

In this matter, Song Zhongping is still a little grateful to Yash Nics.

Yash Nics watched Song Qingsong and others scold him one after another, all of them
panicked, saying that the Song family was going to be unlucky.

He smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I killed the people. If the Deng family dares to trouble the
Song family, I will keep you okay.”

Song Qingsong blew his beard and stared and scolded: “Speaking lightly, you know Dong.
Tianbao, how many people under his staff can really compete with Donghai Deng’s family?”

“You are not fart in front of Donghai Deng’s family!”

“People only need to use a little finger to pay you back to Dong Tianbao.” With our Song
family
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, we are all destroyed.” “It’s over, our Song

family is completely over this time , it’s all up to you.” Although Yash Nics promised that if
the Donghai Deng family dares to trouble the Song family, he will be responsible to the end.
The Song family was safe.

However, Song Qingsong’s family didn’t buy it. They cursed each and every one, thinking that
their Song family had been harmed by Yash Nics and that the Song family would soon be
over.

…

The bodies of Deng Yingjie and Donghai Shuangsha were quickly sent back to Donghai.

The Deng’s house is magnificent, a magnificent living room like a palace.

Deng Hairong was chatting and laughing with several big figures in Donghai Province, while
his wife Wang Yao was smiling and accompany him.

Suddenly, a subordinate rushed in in a hurry.

Deng Hairong lowered his face when he saw this, and said coldly: “Have you not seen any
distinguished guests? What kind of decent thing is it panicking

?”

His men trembled and said, “Mr. Deng, the big thing is not good.” Deng Hairong Frowning:
“What’s the matter?”

The

subordinate lowered his head: “The villain dare not say, you should come out and see for
yourself.” Deng Hairong became more suspicious, taking Wang Yao, several important
family members, and a few distinguished guests. Come out from the living room together to
the front yard.

Found on the ground of the front yard, there was a heavy coffin with eight weights.
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The lid of the heavy coffin was opened, and Deng Yingjie’s corpse was lying inside.

When Deng Hairong met with Wang Yao and the others, his expression instantly changed.

Chapter 558

Deng Hairong looked at his younger brother’s body in the coffin, and asked with a green
face, “Who did it?” The

butler old Lin replied in fear, “It was the people of Mannity Song family who did it!”

Deng Hairong was angry. Said: “The Song family is so brave that they dare to kill my
brother.”

“Where are the two elders in the East Sea? Didn’t I tell them to protect my brother?”

Lao Lin lowered his head and whispered: “The second elder in the East Sea, too. Dead.”

Deng Hairong fell silent after hearing this.

Wang Yao, a group of members of the Deng family around him, as well as several
distinguished guests who came to Deng’s house today, all showed expressions of
suspicion.

Shuangsha in the East China Sea, the retainer of the Deng family, is very powerful and has a
reputation for being evil.

Unexpectedly, this time they were all in such a small place as Mannity City, Jiangnan
Province.

When Lao Lin saw Deng Hairong not speaking, he bit his head and asked: “Mr. Deng, do you
immediately notify your family and friends to prepare for Mr. Deng Er’s funeral?”

Deng Hairong was full of anger, and said slowly, “My brother’s funeral, please wait for a
while.
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Slowly , I want to avenge my younger brother.” “Assemble 800 Deng Jiajian children, and
also call our Deng family four generals, ready to follow me across the river, bloodbath the
Song family.”

Everyone on the scene gasped in air. !

Deng Hairong not only wanted to summon 800 elite men, but also directly dispatched the
four major generals of the Deng family.

The four war generals are the four super masters raised by the Deng family.

They are: hook, mad cow, doctor, and ghost.

Hook used to be the number one killer in the East China Sea. His right hand was chopped
off and a sharp iron hook was spliced   together, so it was nicknamed Hook.

Crazy Bull used to be the champion of the Donghai Underground Black Fist. He was as
strong as a cow and had a violent temper. He liked to crush all his opponent’s bones.

The doctor is not a real doctor, he looks gentle and talks a gentleman, but he is a famous
murderer.

He likes to use a scalpel to beat his opponent, and claims that the desperate scream of the
enemy is the most beautiful music in the world.

Ghosts like to wear black raincoats and white masks, and rarely show their faces in public.

However, the ghost is the most terrifying one of the four major war generals in the Deng
family!

No matter how powerful the enemy is, no matter how many bodyguards the opponent has
to guard, no matter how powerful the safety equipment is in the place where the opponent
lives.

Ghosts can sneak in unconsciously and chop off the enemy’s head without ever failing.

This time, Deng Hairong even dispatched the four major Deng family generals in one breath.
It seemed that he was determined to wash the Song family.
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Mannity, Song Family.

Since Yash Nics killed Deng Yingjie, Song Qingsong’s family has been awake day and night,
always worried that the Deng family will come to them for revenge.

The Song family felt that they could not sit still and spent a lot of money. From the
neighboring city of Lanshan, they invited two big men from the underground circle to protect
them.

These two big bosses are Liu Hong from Lanshan City, and Chen Ba, the evil spirit of the
North.

Deng Hairong didn’t like flying by plane since he was a child!

This time, he and Wang Yao led the Deng family’s four major warriors, as well as 800 elite
men.

Take a boat down the river and head straight to the south of the Yangtze River.

Before the fleet arrived in Mannity City, Deng Hairong learned that the Song family had
recruited Liu Hong and Chen Ba to help out in an attempt to resist the Deng family’s
revenge.

He sneered and said: “Hook crazy cow!”

Immediately, he was tall, with a sharp hook in his right hand.

There are also mad cows with spurting muscles, as strong as a cow, and murderous.

The two took a step before the battle and responded in unison: “The subordinate is here!”

Deng Hairong said coldly: “I heard that the Song family has asked Liu Hong and Chen Ba to
help out. You two will each bring a hundred men. You will be divided into two groups to get
the heads of Liu Hong and Chen Ba.”

“As for the Song family, leave it to me to do it myself.”

Hook and Mad Bull said in unison: “Yes!”
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After saying that, they each ordered a hundred men, changed the Clippers, and rushed to
Mannity at full speed.

Chapter 559

Early the next morning, Deng Hairong’s main fleet arrived at the Mannity City Wharf.

Deng Hairong and Wang Yao, along with doctors and ghosts, and 600 subordinates, had just
gone ashore.

I saw the hook and the mad cow, with two hundred of his subordinates, who had been
waiting for a long time.

“Welcome Patriarch, Jun Lin Mannity!”

Hook and the two hundred men behind Mad Niu shouted together.

Deng Hairong’s gloomy face for the past two days eased a lot, and asked: “Hook, Mad Cow,
how did you do what you are told to do?”

Hook grinned and said, “Master, fortunately not insulting your life.”

Mad Cow Ye Weng said angrily: “Yes, I split with the hook soldier and killed Liu Hong and
Chen Ba. The heads of Liu Hong and Chen Ba were also chopped off by us. Please master.
Look over.” As

soon as the voice fell, two men came up with two plates.

On the two plates, there was a bloody head respectively, which was the head of Liu Hong
and Chen Ba.

Deng Hairong squinted his eyes and sneered: “Very well, who wants to protect the Song
family, this is the end.”

Wang Yao asked Hook and Mad Bull: “By the way, the people of the Song family, what is the
reaction now?”
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Hook said immediately. “The Song family learned that our Deng family had a dragon
crossing the river and came to destroy their family.

Liu Hong and Chen Ba, whom they had invited with a lot of money, were also wiped out by
us. It is estimated that they have been scared enough.”

Mad Cow said: “Master, mistress. I’m good at advocating, and I have sent someone to the
Song

family to let everyone in the Song family wash their necks and wait to die.” Deng Hairong
smiled and said, “Oh, it’s a beautiful job. I just want the Song family to panic all day, and then
kill again. They.”

Wang Yao asked, “Husband, shall we rush to Song’s house immediately to avenge my
second uncle?”

Deng Hairong shook his head: “No hurry, we are struggling all the way, everyone has worked
hard. Everyone first find a good hotel, eat and rest for half a day, and then go tonight to
destroy the Song family.”

Wang Yao smiled and said, “It’s okay. On the one hand, we can relieve the fatigue of trekking,
and on the other hand, it can also make the Song

family suffer a little longer in despair.” Deng Hairong and his entourage stayed at the Old
Wharf Hotel.

They are ready to eat and drink, rest for half a day, and then go to Mie Song’s house in the
evening.

And the Song family ancestor house, Song Qingsong’s family, are indeed like ants on a hot
pot, extremely anxious.

Song Qingsong’s family got the news that Deng Hairong, the head of the Deng family, led
four warlords, 800 elite men, and the Raptors crossed the river.

He personally visited Mannity and vowed to destroy the Song family and avenge Deng
Yingjie.
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Moreover, the two groups of Liu Hong and Chen Ba invited by the Song family were killed by
the Deng family last night.

Liu Hong and Chen Ba had their heads chopped off, and the rest of the men were dead and
running away, but they all dispersed.

The next hapless one will be their Song family’s turn.

Song Qingsong was sweating profusely and said anxiously: “I heard that Deng Hairong has
arrived in Mannity. He and his men have already checked into the Old Wharf Hotel, and they
have sent someone to inform us that the Song family will wash their necks and wait for
death. What should I do?”

Song Zhongping said desperately, “The Deng family is capable of reaching the sky. Before
Deng Hairong came to Mannity, he had greeted people from all walks of life in Mannity City.
Even the police did not dare to ask, who can save us now? “Ah!”

Song Feifei said bitterly: “Both Yash Nics and Song

Pingting are blamed . If Yash Nics hadn’t killed the Second Young Master Deng, would we
have the catastrophe today?” Song Qingsong immediately said, “Yash Nics He said that he
would carry it himself, and he would keep our Song family safe and sound. You immediately
call Yash Nics and Song Pingting’s family to make them take responsibility for this matter.”

Song Zhongxiong said disdainfully. “Dad, that guy Yash Nics is just bragging. Do you really
think he has the ability to challenge the Deng family? The Deng family can kill him with just
one finger.”

Song Qingsong said: “Yash Nics has a good relationship with Dong Tianbao. Dong Tianbao
is the boss of the Mannity underground circle. Let Yash Nics come over, and you may be
able to block it for a while. Otherwise, Deng Hairong will come, and our Song family will be
over immediately!”

Song Zhongxiong and others nodded one after another: “Yes, call Yash Nics.”

“Yash Nics killed the people, and Yash Nics caused the disaster. If the Deng family wants to
condemn the crime, Yash Nics should be attacked first.”
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“Yes, yes. Yes, when Deng Hairong kills Yash Nics, the Deng family’s anger subsides a bit.

We will take the opportunity to beg for mercy and express our willingness to join the Deng
family and bow our heads. We may not allow the Deng family to spare us once.”

Chapter 560

Song family and others felt that Yash Nics’s life would be used to calm the anger of the
Deng family, and then the Song family begged for mercy. This was the only way to survive.

So Song Qingsong personally called Yash Nics: “Yash Nics, your kid said that if the Deng
family comes to our Song family for revenge, you will keep us safe and sound.”

“Now the Deng family has a large number of subordinates. We’ve destroyed our Song

family , you hurry up to fulfill your promise.” Yash Nics chuckled softly: “Don’t worry, I said
that Deng’s family is here. I will report that the Song family is safe, and I will surely keep you
okay.”

Song Qing was relieved . Said : “Don’t speak lightly, you will run away when you wait!”

Yash Nics couldn’t laugh or cry: “How is it possible?”

Song Qingsong snorted coldly, “Deng Hairong led the four major generals and eight hundred
elite Deng family members. I have already arrived in Mannity, and let us all of the Song
family wash their necks and wait for death.”

“I know you have a close relationship with Dong Tianbao, you should go to Dong Tianbao for
help, and the other helping hands are the more the better.”

Yash Nics pondered, ” Take care of it.” Do you need more help from the Deng family?”

Song Qingsong blew his beard and stared, “What is the Deng family? The Deng family is a
famous door in the East China Sea. They are known as the royal family of the East China
Sea. They are powerful and come here even more this time.”
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“You don’t need to find more helpers. Not only will you die, but everyone in our Song

family will not survive .” Yash Nics seemed to be persuaded by Song Qingsong and agreed:
“Well, I’ll find more helpers to help out. Alright.”

After speaking, he hung up.

Song Zhongxiong, Song Zhongping, Song Haoming, Song Feifei and others surrounded
Song Qingsong and asked one after another, ”

Master , what did Yash Nics say?” Song Qingsong said, “He said he would guarantee that
our Song family is safe and sound. Said to find more helpers to help out.”

Song Zhongxiong and the others shook their heads, saying that Yash Nics promised readily,
and they were not sure that they might sneak away in the future.

Song Feifei even had a bad idea: “Grandpa, to prevent Yash Nics from running away under
the pretext of finding a helper, let’s lie to Song Xingting and the others, so that Yash Nics can
run away from the monk and the temple.”

Song Qingsong’s eyes lit up, surprised. Said: “Feifei is still smart, hurry up, let’s go to
Jiangbin Community and pick up Song Pingting’s family.”

When Song Qingsong and his party came to Jiangbin Community, Yash Nics had just left.

Only Song Pingting, Song Qingqing, Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli and Tong Ke were at home.

Song Qingsong asked the Song Pingting family to return to the ancestral house for help on
the grounds that the Song family wanted to hold a funeral for Song Jinlong.

Song Pingting’s family didn’t suspect that he had him, and soon went back to Song’s
ancestral home with Song Qingsong and others.

After returning to the ancestral house of the Song family, Song Pingting found that there
was no mourning hall in the ancestral house, and no Taoist monk was preparing to do
anything. She asked in confusion, “Grandpa, didn’t you say that the cousin was
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responsible for the funeral?” Song Qingsong turned cunningly. Two times, he said
perfunctorily: “Daochang Li, who has been sent to invite Sanqingguan to do the work
himself, wait

until Daochang Li arrives.” Soon, the day was thinning, and the sunset was like blood.

The Song family did not wait for Daochang Li, who Song Qingsong said, but instead waited
for a group of uninvited guests.

Boom!

The gate of the Song family’s ancestor’s house collapsed!

When Song Qingsong, Song Pingting and others heard the huge motivation, they came out
of the house in surprise, wondering what happened, why is it so loud?

A group of people came out of the house and was stunned by the scene in front of them.

The gate of the ancestral house was knocked down directly, and the high wall was also
overthrown by more than a dozen bulldozers.

The Song family and others have not recovered from the shock.

More than a dozen bulldozers overturned the gate and the wall, and retreated all together.

Immediately afterwards, a man wearing a black suit, a burly figure, a Chinese character face,
thick eyebrows and big eyes, appeared without anger and prestige with a large number of
people.

This man in a suit is the owner of the Donghai Deng family, Deng Hairong.

Wang Yao wore tight-fitting cheongsam, dressed very enchantingly, holding Deng Hairong’s
arm.

And behind Deng Hairong, followed by the four murderous gods who exuded a frenzied
aura, it was the fourth general of the Deng family.

Behind them are 800 elite Deng family members.
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